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 Characteristics of 64 possible tandem trinucleotide repeats (TSSR) from Homo sapiens (hs), Mus 
musculus (mm) and Rattus norvegicus (rn) genomes are presented. Comparative analysis of TSSR 
frequency depending on their repetitiveness and similarity of the TSSR length distributions is 
shown. Comparative analysis of TSSR sequence motifs and association between type of motif 
and its length (n) using ρ-coefficient method (quantitatively measuring the association between 
variables in contingency tables) is presented. These analyses were carried out in the context of 
neurodegenerative diseases based on trinucleotide tandems. The length of these tandems and 
their relation to other TSSR is estimated. It was found that the higher repetitiveness (n) the lower 
frequency of trinucleotides tandems. Differences between genomes under consideration, especial-
ly in longer than n = 9 TSSR were discussed. A significantly higher frequency off A- and T-rich 
tandems is observed in the human genome (as well as in human mRNA). This observation also 
applies to mm and rn, although lower abundant in proportion to human genomes was found. 
The origin of elongation (or shortening) of TSSR seems to be neither frequency nor length de-
pendent. The results of TSSR analysis presented in this work suggest that neurodegenerative 
disease-related microsatellites do not differ versus the other except the lower frequency versus 
the other TSSR. CAG occurs with relatively high frequency in human mRNA, although there are 
other TSSR with higher frequency that do not cause comparable disease disorders. It suggests 

that the mechanism of TSSR instability is not the only origin of neurodegenerative diseases. 
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INTRODUCTION

Mammalian genomes scattered with simple 
sequence repeats (SSRs) (minisatellites and microsat-
ellites) comprise about 3% of the human genome.

SSRs are liable to fluctuate, introducing dele-
tion or insertion of one or more repeat units, prob-
ably because of the so-called slipped strand mispair-
ing, which predisposes to pathogenic deletions and 
frameshifting insertions.

SSRs — microsatellites are the most abundant 
and have a more uniform distribution than minisat-
ellites with the greatest single contribution originat-
ing from dinucleotide repeats, the ones most widely 

used in genetic analyses, which are now central to 
medicine, agriculture, evolutionary biology, and fo-
rensic science (Waterston et al., 2002).

Trinucleotide microsatellites (TSSR) focus the 
attention of researchers nowadays because of their 
high polymorphism, which is very useful in genetic 
studies. They produce a very large number of alleles 
because of their high variability. This generates a 
very high degree of heterozygosity or polymorphic 
information content at each locus, making them 
some of the most informative genomic markers for 
genetic analyses (Bickeboller & Clerget-Drapoux, 
1995). This variability influences their expandability 
as well as contractibility. Although expansions and 

Abbrevations: at, Arabidopsis thaliana; hs, Homo sapiens; mm, Mus musculus; Msh2, mismatch repair genes; NIIs, neuronal 
intranuclear inclusions; oi, Oceanobacillus iheyensis; SSRs, simple sequence repeats; TSSR, trinucleotide simple sequence 
repeats; rn, Ratus norvegicus; sc, Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
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contractions can occur, a bias towards expansion is 
mostly observed. It is characteristic that repeats be-
low a certain length are stable in mitosis and meio-
sis, while above a certain threshold length the re-
peats become extremely unstable (Strachan & Read, 
1999). The amplitude between expandability and 
contraction may differ significantly between particu-
lar sequence motifs (Jurka & Pethiyagoda, 1995). 

Most SSRs (including TSSR) are known cur-
rently as useful in linkage studies of mouse and hu-
man, because of their polymorphism in populations. 
Such SSRs arising through replication errors might 
be largely equivalent between mouse and human, 
but impressive differences between these two spe-
cies are observed (Beckman & Weber, 1992).

On the other hand, the ability of TSSR to 
change size is also responsible for some genetic dis-
eases, the origin of which is mainly the elongation 
of trinucleotide repetitive sequences. This abnormal-
ity in TSSR distribution is registered frequently in 
neurodegenerative diseases (see Table 1), the back-
ground of which draws the attention of many re-
searchers. The trinucleotide repeat disorders are a 
growing list of genetic neurodegenerative diseases 
characterized by the expansion of normally poly-
morphic repeated tripled nucleotides. They are dan-
gerous because some kinds of tandems (located in 
genes) may be possibly responsible for modulation 
of protein–protein interaction. The length of tandem 
repeats is essential to the interaction between pro-
teins. For example, protein containing polyglutamine 
tracts causes neurological disorders because of the 
different lengths of polyglutamine repeats associated 
with different affinities to transcription factors (Ash-
ley & Warren, 1995; Margolis et al., 1997). Expansion 
of tandem CAG-nucleotides causing neurodegenera-
tive disorders results from to a toxic gain of function 
of mutant expanded proteins. Occurrence of NIIs 
is characteristic. Protein misfolding, interference 
with DNA transcription and RNA processing, acti-
vation of apoptosis and dysfunction of cytoplasmic 
elements have all been invoked in the toxic process 
(Everett & Wood, 2004). Interesting is the androgen 
receptor gene, mutation of which causes spinal and 
bulbar muscular atrophy. It is caused by expansion 
of the trinucleotide (CAG) repeat that codes for a 
polyglutamine tract in the transactivation domain of 
the receptor. Infertility is also associated with CAG 
expansion in the androgen receptor. It is known that 
infertile men are more likely to have longer than 
normal CAG repeats in the androgen-receptor gene 
than fertile men (Dowsing et al., 1999). Lower num-
bers of CAG repeats in the androgen-receptor gene 
have been associated with higher incidence of pros-
tate cancer (Gsur et al., 2002; Strom et al., 2004).

Two models have been proposed to account 
for variability in the number of repeat units. The 

first one is the initial co-mobilization of SSRs with 
dispersed repeats as a result of transposition. The 
length and composition of repeat units would be 
the result of unequal strand exchange followed by 
nucleotide divergence. In the second model the ma-
jority of length variants would result from mistakes 
(they are thought to arise by slippage) during DNA 
replication or during sister chromatid exchange 
(Toth et al., 1987; Levinson & Gutman, 1987; Schlot-
terer & Tautz, 1992; Kruglyak et al., 1998). Some data 
support a model in which expansion in the germ 
cells arises by gap repair and depends on a complex 
containing Msh2. Expansion occurs during gap-fill-
ing synthesis when DNA loops comprising the CAG 
trinucleotide repeats are incorporated into the DNA 
strand (Pearson et al., 1997; Kovtun & McMurray, 
2001).

TSSR instability may result in the creation of 
non-standard structures of DNA, particularly in the 
non-coding regions (Sinden et al., 2002), which dis-
turbs the natural functioning of genetic processes, 
or it can result in perturbation of gene expression, 
causing synthesis of defective proteins (when the 
TSSR occurs in the gene or in the close vicinity of 
the gene).

Despite the large number of publications on 
this subject, the mechanism of tri-nucleotide micro-
satellite expansion is not completely identified. That 
is why analysis of repetitive sequence instability is 
of such interest. 

The characteristics of tandemly repeated ho-
mogenous trinucleotides in genomes of selected or-
ganisms are presented in this paper. The relation 
between sequence motifs of TSSR and their lengths 
was the main object of this research. This relation 
was compared in different organisms in the context 
of disease-related TSSR expandability (some of the 
repeats recognized as disease-related are listed in 
Table 1.

The distribution of TSSR in the organisms un-
der consideration and a comparative analysis of the 
quantitative estimation of association between the 
sequence motif and its repetitiveness is presented in 
this paper. The distribution was approximated to a 
function, the parameters of which allowed a quali-
tative comparative analysis. A scale quantitatively 
measuring the association between two parameters 
(sequence motif and repetitiveness) was introduced 
based on the ρ-coefficient. The method of ρ-coef-
ficient calculation allows ranking according to the 
strength of the mutual dependence. If the depen-
dence is found, the results can show, which form of 
the pair of variables is mostly responsible for this 
association and which ones play a negligible role 
(Goodman & Kruskal, 1959; 1963; 1972). Among a 
few methods to calculate dependency in contingency 
tables (Goodman & Kruskal, 1954; 1959; 1963; 1972; 
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Björnstad, 1979) the ρ-coefficient analysis not only 
gives information about the presence of the associa-
tion but also allows the form of the particular pairs 
of variables to be validated. This method allows as-
sess dependency between both grouped and subdi-
vided variables.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Genomic DNA and cDNA (mRNA) data 
were taken to computational analyze of TSSR. The 
sequences of the following model organisms were 
studied in the context of the presence of poly-trinu-
cleotides: Homo sapiens, Ratus norvegicus, Mus muscu-
lus (The data from 14.04.2003) were from National 
Center for Biotechnology Information (http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). The sequence of human mRNA 
was also taken from NCBI.

Computational analysis

TSSR distribution comparison. TSSR were 
detected by tracing the (XXX)n sequence repeats in 
genomes, where n = 4 to 14 and XXX = sequence mo-
tif under consideration. The size of n in TSSR fre-
quency calculation was selected as n = 4 to 14 based 
on data of (Margolis et al., 1997) PERL scripts were 
used for counting.

The function (found according to MATLAB to 
be the best one)

3
2

1

kxkeky =             (1)

was applied to approximate the mammalian (hs, 
mm, rn) TSSR distribution depending on the length. 
Three parameters (k1, k2, k3) found for each distribu-
tion were compared allowing comparison of genom-
es under consideration.

The exponential function parameters (k1, k2, k3) 
turned out to be simple and easy for interpretation 
to show how frequencies of trinucleotide sequences 
within different genomes are differentiated. 

The meanings of the parameters are as fol-
lows: 
k1 — directional coefficient
k2 — an increase in the values of the k2 parameter 
causes a slight decrease of the function values to-
gether with an increase of the x-value (size of tan-
dem). In our case, it proves the slight decrease of 
frequency of repeated sequences, from short to long 
tandems, or it proves a sudden increase of long tan-
dems
k3 — however, a high value of the k3 parameter caus-
es a high value of function for a low x-value. With 
the increase of the x-value (size of tandem) the value 
of the function drastically decreases. The higher the 
value of k3 the shorter the length of TSSR. 

The method allows the assessment of differ-
ences between TSSR within one genome and also 
permits the inter-genome comparative analysis of 
TSSR. 

Dependence in contingency table measure-
ments. The ρ-coefficient was applied to measure the 
association between two qualitative variables (se-
quence size of tandem A = {Ai} — columns; its se-
quence motif B = {Bj} — rows). The ρ-coefficient was 
defined as follows for a 2 × 2 table:

and was used to evaluate the mutual dependence be-
tween sequences consisting of a particular sequence 
motif and its tandem size (repetitiveness).

Briefly, the method is as follows:
Assume that the contingency table below rep-

resents the observed (empirical) probabilities for c 
different realizations of variable A (qualitative) and 
for r different realizations of variable B (qualitative). 
For the problem presented in this paper, assume 
that A represents sequence motives and B their re-
petitiveness (see Table 2).

To estimate whether pij expresses relatively 
high or low probability (high or low coupling of a 

Table 1. Selected trinucleotides (and their gene locations), 
expansion of which causes neurodegenerative diseases

Disorder Gene  
location

Motif

Huntington Disease; HD 4p16.3 CAG

Machado–Joseph (MJD)/
SCA III

14.q24.3 CAG

Atrophy, X-linked; 
(SBMA)

Xq11 CAG

SCA I - (ATX1) 6q23 CAG
SCA II - (ATX2) 2q24 CAG
SCA VI - (CACNA1A) 19q13 CAG
SCA VII - (AT7) 3p21.1-p12 CAG
DRPLA 12q13 CAG

Myotonin Dystrophy 19q13.2 CTG
Fragile X type A
(FMR-1)

Xq27.3 CCG

Fragile X typ E Xq28 CGG/CCG

Fragile X typ F Xq28 CGG/CCG
Fragile X typ16A ? CGG/CCG
Friedriech Ataxia 
(FRDA)

9q CAA

(2)
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particular i-th sequence with a particular j-th struc-
ture, its value is compared with all possibilities for 
solutions of other A (excluding the i-th) and other B 
(excluding the j-th). Each pair of i-th and j-th reali-
zations of A and B can be represented using a 2 × 2 
contingency table (see Table 3). 

The value of the ρ-coefficient can be calcu-
lated for each i-th and j-th realization of A and B. 
The ranking order permits comparisons between 
particular pairs over the whole contingency table, al-
lowing selection of those that play an important role 
in the general dependence of A and B (structure-to-
sequence). High ρ values distinguish pairs whose 
participation in general dependence is high. Others 
with lower ρ values are not necessarily responsible 
for the dependence (relation) under consideration. 

The method based on the ρ-coefficient enables 
the assessment of the strength of the pair-wise mutu-
al dependence. In other words, we can find the pref-
erences for particular sequences to occur with a par-
ticular length. Thus the ρ-coefficient based method 
allows for distinguishing the sequences with tenden-
cy to low and high dispersion all over the genome. 
The value of the ρ-coefficient can be interpreted as 
a measure of the strength of association between a 
particular length and a particular kind of motif.

RESULTS

The analysis was focused on the search for 
similarities and differences of TSSR between the spe-
cies studied, taking the length (size of tandems) and 
sequence motifs into account.

Comparative analysis of TSSR frequency depending 
on their repetitiveness 

Polynucleotide repeats are overrepresented 
in the genomes of most eukaryotes. The amount of 
TSSR in sc, at, oi and at is significantly lower than in 
mammalians like hs, mm and rn. Among the bacte-
rial genomes present in our analysis (not published), 

the oi genome contains the highest number of TSSR. 
There are repetitive trinucleotide sequences only for 
n<= 5. The general tendency (on the basis of selected 
organisms) found for TSSR frequencies are that the 
higher the number of n the lower the number of 
trinucleotides in tandemly repeated fragments. The 
most frequent are the tandems of n = 4 (especially in 
hs, mm and rn genomes; see Fig. 1A). The decrease 
of frequency treated as dependent on tandem size 
has a hyperbolic shape, although the functions dif-
fer. 

Long tandems (n above 10) are more frequent 
in mm and rn than in hs (see Fig. 1B).

The number of TSSR in the mm genome was 
found to be higher than in the rn genome. 

Similarity of the TSSR length distributions

The frequency distribution was approximated 
to the function presented in Methods. Only hs, mm 
and rn were incorporated into this analysis. Three 
parameters were obtained for each approximated 
function calculated for the distribution of tandems 
(n = 4 to 14) (see Fig. 2). Mean standard errors of ap-
proximation in particular species were as shown be-
low (see Table 4).

Table 2. Contingency table representing c different reali-
zations of variable A (size of tandem) and for r different 
realizations of variable B (trinucleotide)

Size of  
tandem A1 A2 A3 …. Ai …. Ac
Trinucleotide
B1 p11 p21 p31 ... pi1 ... pc1
B2 p12 p22 p32 ... pi2 … pc2
B3 p13 p23 p33 ... pi3 ... pc3
….. ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bj p1j p2j p3j ... pij ... pcj
...... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Br p1r … p3i … pir … pcr

Table 3. Contingency table (2 × 2) representing i-th and 
j-th realizations of A and B variables.

Variables Aij
Aik k = 1,…,c and 
k = j excluded

Bji P(Ai ½ Bj) P(Ai ½ Bj)
Bjn n = 1,..r and n = i 
excluded P(Ai ½ Bj) P(Ai ½ Bj)

Figure 1. Frequency of TSSR of different lengths in se-
lected genomes (hs, rn, mm). 
A. frequency of TSSR with n = 4 to 14; B. frequency of 
TSSR with n = 8 to 14.
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Parameter k2 in hs is rather stable. Its value 
slightly increases together with the increase of the 
presence of C, G and T (see Fig. 2A). An excep-
tion was (TCG)n , for which parameter k2 is equal to 
139.936, due to the relatively low frequency of TSSR 
and the presence of longer repeats with higher fre-
quency and the absence of some short tandems.

Approximation of parameter k3 allowed esti-
mation of the “preference” of particular TSSR to be 
present in tandems of low size. A high value of k3 
suggests a tendency to lower n values (see Fig. 2B). 
Interpretation of the k3 value for all trinucleotides in 
hs shows that tandems (AAA)n and (TTT)n appear 
mostly for low n (n = 4). An increase of n for those 
trinucleotides causes a decrease of their frequency. 
The lowest k3 was obtained for (TCG)n. The lowest 
and the highest values of k3 are shown in table (see 
Table 5).

Comparative analysis of TSSR sequence motifs

The analysis reveals that the TSSR of highest 
frequency are the trinucleotides (AAA) and (TTT) 
especially in the human genome (Fig. 3A). These 

sequences are also abundant in mm and rn genom-
es. Tandems (AAA) in the human genome appear 
to have a 0.343366 share of all TSSR under consid-
eration (n = 4 to 14). Their shares in the other ana-
lyzed organisms are mm = 0.19435, rn = 0.211723. TSSR 
(AAA)n, and (TTT)n appeared significantly frequent-
ly in at and sc genomes.

The characteristics of (AAA)n and (TTT)n 
seem similar for all organisms, but other sequence 
motifs rich in „A” and „T” appeared to differ sig-
nificantly between organisms. It is surprising that 
TSSR very abundant in the mm and rn genomes are 
not frequent in the hs genome (see Fig. 3B). These 
motifs are (TAT)n, (ATA)n, (TTA)n, (TAA)n, (ATT)n, 
(AAT)n (combinations of nucleotides „A” and „T”), 
(GGC)n, (GCC)n, (GCG)n, (CGC)n, and also (CGG)n, 
and (CCG)n. On the other hand, (TTG)n, (CAA)n, 

Figure 2. Values of parameters of the function approxi-
mated to the distribution of TSSR (n = 4 to 14) in hs, mm 
and rn genome.
A. k2 Parameter distribution function; B. k3 parameter 
distribution function.

Table 4. Mean standard errors of approximation (Mse) of 
the function to the distribution of TSSR (n = 4 to 14) in 
hs, mm and rn.

The distribution of (TAC)n in rn was the worst approxima-
tion, with 46% error.

Species Mse (%)
hs
mm
rn
rn (TAC)n

3.6
3
3.4
46

Table 5. Lowest and highest values of parameter k3 for 
hs, mm, rn

Highest k3 Lowest k3
hs hs

AAA –0.14609 TCG –2.51055
TTT –0.14861 mm

mm AGA –2.07692
TGT –0.20436 GAA –2.0663
TTG –0.20787 rn

rn TTC –2.24412
TAC 17.77355 GAA –2.19672
CGA –0.19716 AGA –2.16192
ACG –0.20995 AAT –2.05222

TCT –2.05147

Figure 3. Frequencies of TSSR of a particular motif in 
hs, mm and rn genomes.
A. For all possible trinucleotides. It reveals the dominant 
role of (AAA)n and (TTT)n, especially in the hs genome. 
These trinucleotides are also very frequent in other mam-
malian genomes (similar genome size). B. Without (TTT)n 
and (AAA)n. Arrows show trinucleotides responsible for 
neurodegenerative diseases.
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(TGT)n, (ACA)n, (GTT)n, (AAC)n, (CTC)n, (AGG)n, 
(TCC)n, (CTC)n, (GGA)n, (GAG)n, (CTA)n, (AGT)n, 
(TAC)n, (ACT)n, (TAG)n, and (GTA)n are relatively 
abundant.

The abundance of TSSR (CCC)n and (GGG)n, 
in the mm and rn genomes, is also remarkable while 
in hs these sequences occur with low frequency. 

Disease-related trinucleotides are present in 
the analyzed genomes with relatively low frequency 
versus the frequency of other TSSR (see Table 6). 

The proportions of disease-related tandems 
in coding sequence mRNA differ. Thus, tandems 
(CAG)n (whose expansion is responsible for most 
neurodegenerative diseases) are only 0.25% of the 
complete amount of TSSR; in mRNA their pres-
ence is expressed by 2.05% of TSSR (n = 4 to 14) (see 
Fig. 4). Their presence in mRNA can be even as 
high as 5% in the case of exclusion of (AAA)n and 
(TTT)n (see Table 7). 

The distribution of the remaining disease-
related trinucleotides in mRNA is also shown in 
Fig. 4. It reveals that TSSR like (CAA)n are not 
many, while in the whole genome they have higher 
participation.

Association between type of motif (sequence motif) 
and its length (size of tandem) 

The association between the size of tandems 
and the trinucleotide sequence was searched using 
ρ-coefficient. The contingency table was created, 
with columns expressing the length of the tandem 
(Ai) (4 to 14) and rows expressing the sequence of 
the trinucleotide (Bj) (64 combinations of four differ-
ent nucleotides in the trinucleotide sequence). 

The ρ-coefficient was calculated for hs, mm 
and rn. ρ-Coefficient calculation reveals that asso-
ciations can be found for particular sequences and 
their lengths. Moreover, the procedure of ρ-coef-
ficient calculation for each cell of the contingency 
table can validate a particular dependence quanti-
tatively. 

The contingency table with ρ-coefficients cal-
culated for each cell is presented in Fig. 5 using a 
color scale (legend included). The highest ρ-coeffi-
cient values are explained precisely. 

Trinucleotides TCT and TCG appeared to be 
highly associated with the multiple of 4 in the hs 
genome (see Fig. 5a). It may be inferred that these 
trinucleotides represent a low tendency to polymor-
phism. The interpretation is as follows: If the TSSR 
of the sequence (TCT)n or (TCG)n is found in the 
human genome, one can predict that its size is n = 4. 
There is a low probability that longer fragments 
can be found, and one may be sure that it does not 
represent a length of n = 10. Although the calculated 
0.075 value of the ρ-coefficient is very low its value 
shall be interpreted relative to the contingency table 
under consideration. This value is highest in com-
parison with all others obtained for this contingency 
table, and reveals the association between the pre-
sented trinucleotides and the tendency to occur in a 
multiple of 4. 

Trinucleotides CTT and GGA (see Fig. 5b, c) 
of mm and rn appeared to represent the highest as-
sociation with the length of tandems n = 4. 

The disease-related trinucleotides do not re-
veal a high association with a particular length of 
TSSR that can be interpreted as sequences of high 
polymorphic character. No association was found 
in mm and rn between disease-related trinucleotides 
and their length suggesting the absence of evolu-
tion-dependent processes.

The high association of sequence-to-length 
analysis in hs mRNA found for (TCG)n, and n = 4 
(see Fig. 6) supports findings from the complete hs 
genome. The low polymorphic character of this se-
quence seems more reliable. 

Trinucleotides of high expandability, such as 
(CAG) in human mRNA, do not exhibit any associa-
tion with a particular length. 

Table 6. Partial (%) participation of disease-related trinu-
cleotides versus total TSSR (n = 4 to 14) (hs, mm, rn)

Motif hs mm rn
CAG(%) 0.25405797 0.66156 0.67388
CTG(%) 0.2553091 0.66312 0.68121
CGG(%) 0.12698989 0.08773 0.08641
CCG(%) 0.12386206 0.09778 0.08483
CAA(%) 1.43371894 2.63206 2.05828
GAA(%) 0.47175492 1.36062 0.99319

Table 7. Share of whole TSSR (%) (with and without 
(AAA)n and (TTT)n tandems)

Motif All TSSR Excluding (AAA)n  
and (TTT)n

CAG (%) 2.05 4.7
CTG (%) 1.52 3.55
CGG (%) 2.19 5.12
CCG (%) 1.55 3.61
CAA (%) 0.28 0.66
GAA (%) 0.9 2.09

Figure 4. TSSR responsible for neurodegenerative dis-
eases in human mRNA.
Distribution of TSSR (n = 4 to 14) with disease-related ones 
highlighted.
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DISCUSSION

The characteristics of TSSR allow localization 
of polymorphic sequences. It is also important to 
distinguish dominant and marginal fractions in the 
genome. Estimation of the association between the 
sequence of the repetitive unit and its length may 
allow analysis in the context of evolution, particu-
larly when the genomes of different species are com-
pared. 

Numbers and proportions of TSSR are dif-
ferent in every species. The comparison of genomes 
of non-mammalian organisms (e.g. bacteria, fungi, 

plants, etc.) with genomes of mammals (e.g. human, 
rat, mice, etc.) reveals significant increase of tandem 
sequence accumulation. The higher the genome or-
ganization the higher the number of TSSR. On the 
other hand, for comparably developed organisms 
(for example mammals) both the number and the 
kind of repetitions are also differentiated, which 
indicates that those sequences can be involved in 
many biochemical processes that are typical for or-
ganisms with genomes in which they occur. 

Some TSSR are important for proper protein 
interactions in transcriptional complexes (Ashley & 
Warren, 1995; Margolis et al., 1997). One may assume 
that also some TSSR, when expressed, can influence 
many special biochemical interactions on the pro-
tein level. In spite of this they may be responsible 
for proper interactions between proteins occurring 
in biochemical processes in cells. On the other hand, 
tandem trinucleotide repeated sequences occurring 
in noncoding fragments probably can play an im-
portant role in the organization of genetic material.

It can be concluded that highly organized 
genomes have developed a system of repeated se-
quences for a better organization of genetic material 
and a better precision in a process of expressing in-
formation stored in genomes.

Particularly important is comparative analysis 
of neurodegenerative disease-related microsatellites 
and other repetitive sequences without a disease-re-
lated phenotype.

Figure 5. Contingency tables for complete genomes in 
the form of color maps expressing the distribution of 
high ρ-coefficient cells for:
a) Homo sapiens, b) Mus musculus, c) Rattus norvegicus. 
Columns — size of tandems (4 to 14), rows — trinucle-
otides (color legend included). High ρ-coefficient cells 
are distinguished and described. 

Figure 6. Contingency tables for human mRNA in the 
form of color maps expressing the distribution of high 
ρ-coefficient cells. 
Columns — size of tandems (4 to 14), rows — trinucleo-
tides (color legend included). The high ρ-coefficient cells 
are distinguished and described.
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Analysis of TSSR provided information about 
their characteristics in genome. It was found that 
the higher the number of n the lower the number of 
trinucleotides in tandemly repeated fragments. The 
differences were found between mm, rn and hs es-
pecially in longer than n = 9 TSSR. There are much 
fewer of them in human genome than in mm and 
rn. A significantly higher frequency off A- and T-
rich tandems is observed in the human genome (as 
well as in human mRNA). This observation also 
applies to mm and rn. Trinucleotide microsatellites 
composed of A and T nucleotides are abundant in 
hs genome. It is caused by their retroposons origin 
particularly by Alu sequences (90% of A-rich SSRs 
in human are provided by or spawned from poly(A) 
tails of Alu and L1 elements) (Toth et al., 2000). Very 
abundant and poly(A)-rich microsatellite classes, 
such as ATA, are frequently associated with an evo-
lutionarily older subclass of Alu repeats (Yandava et 
al., 1997). 

Different frequencies of trinucleotide tan-
dems appear for combinations of A, T, C, G; par-
ticularly high frequencies of C- and G-rich tandems 
are present in the rn and mm genome. These two 
genomes are also characterized by a proportionally 
high frequency of homogenous tandems like (CCC)n 
and (GGG)n, whose frequency in the human genome 
is rather low. 

The mechanism of microsatellite elongation 
(or shortening) is to errors of polymerase in the 
replication process. Repetition of trinucleotides re-
sults in a local increase of flexibility of DNA, which 
may lead to the creation of single-stranded hairpins, 
triplexes or quadruplexes (Hartenstine et al., 2000; 
Sinden et al., 2002). The problem of selectivity of the 
sequences which undergo this phenomena has been 
considered. 

The results of TSSR analysis presented in this 
work suggest that neurodegenerative disease-related 
microsatellites do not differ from the others, at least 
from the point of view of the parameters studied 
here. They occur with low frequencies, comparable 
to other TSSR. CAG occurs with relatively high fre-
quency in human mRNA, although there are other 
TSSR with higher frequency that do not cause com-
parable diseases. 

The analysis of association between the unit 
sequence and size of tandems revealed a lack of 
mutual dependence for disease-related TSSR. The 
characteristic association of TSSR with their length 
allows to locate polymorphic sequences. One shall 
mention that the most non-polymorphic trinucle-
otide sequences are TCG (both in hs genome and 
mRNA) and TCT (hs genome) whereas many others 
are polymorphic.

The origin of elongation (or shortening) of 
TSSR seems to be neither their frequency nor their 

length. The elongation (or shortening) may come 
from neighbor sequences causing “slipped-strands” 
of polymerase. This supposition is in agreement 
with the observation that the elongation is correlat-
ed with the number of C+G flanking regions, par-
ticularly in the case of CAG and GCC in exons (Ju-
rka & Pethiyagoda, 1995). Also important is the ob-
servation that the change of TSSR length influences 
known diseases of the nervous and muscle-neuronal 
systems. It suggests that tissue specificity may play 
an important role in disease etiology. Another prob-
lem is mosaicism (the instability of TSSR in mitosis), 
which may occur during life of patients with some 
neurodegenerative diseases (Gusella & MacDonald, 
1996). It confirms that not only TSSR are responsible 
for changing their length.

In conclusion, it seems that the mechanism of 
TSSR instability is not the only origin of neurode-
generative diseases. 
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